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Abstract. We show that a recently introduced Lax pair of the Sawada-

Kotera equation is not a new one but is trivially related to the known
old Lax pair. Using the so-called trivial compositions of the old Lax
pairs with a differentially constrained arbitrary operators, we give some
examples of trivial Lax pairs of KdV and Sawada-Kotera equations.
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1. Introduction

The term Lax pair refers to linear systems that are related to nonlinear
equations through a compatibility condition. The first part of Lax pair is called
the scattering problem, that allows the initial-value problem for the integrable
equation to be solved exactly. If a nonlinear equation possesses a Lax pair,
then the Lax pair may be used to gather information about the behavior of the
solutions to the nonlinear equation. Importantly, the existence of a Lax pair is
a signature of integrability of the associated nonlinear equation. In his seminal
work [3], Lax suggested a formalism to integrate a class of nonlinear evolution
equations. He introduced a pair of linear operators L and M such that

(1.1)
Lϕ = λϕ,
ϕt = Mϕ,

where L and M are linear differential operators, λ is an eigenvalue of L, and ϕ
is an eigenfunction of L. Assuming λt = 0, differentiating Lϕ with respect to
t gives

(1.2) Ltϕ+ Lϕt = λϕt.
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Substituting in from (1.1) gives that

(1.3) Ltϕ = MLϕ− LMϕ.

By an explicit computation we have

(1.4) (Lt + [L,M ])ϕ = 0,

where [M,L] = ML− LM is the operator commutator. Hence

(1.5) Lt = [M,L],

is called Lax equation and contains commutative nonlinear evolution equation
for suitable L and M . Consider the Lax formalism for the KdV equation

(1.6)
L = D2

x + u+ uxD
−1
x ,

M = −4D3
x − 6uDx − 9ux − 3uxxD

−1
x .

These operators satisfy the Lax equation

(1.7)
Lt = ut + utxD

−1
x ,

[M,L] = −(uxxxx + 6uuxx + 6u2
x)D

−1
x − uxxx − 6uux,

if u is solution to the KdV equation

(1.8) ut + uxxx + 6uux = 0.

A second Lax pair for the KdV equation is

(1.9)
L̀ = D2

x + u,

M̀ = −4D3
x − 6uDx − 3ux.

Recently, a new Lax pair was obtained by Hickman et al. [1]. It is shown that
the Sawada-Kotera equation [5]

(1.10) ut + uxxxxx + 5uuxxx + 5uxuxx + 5u2ux = 0,

possesses two different Lax pairs

(1.11)
L1 = D3

x + uDx,
M1 = 9D5

x + 15uD3
x + 15uxD

2
x + (5u2 + 10uxx)Dx,

and also

(1.12)
L2 = D3

x + uDx + ux,
M2 = 9D5

x + 15uD3
x + 30uxD

2
x + (5u2 + 25uxx)Dx

+10uux + 10uxxx,

such that related compatibility conditions are

(1.13)
L1t + [L1,M1] = 0,
L2t + [L2,M2] = 0.

The first Lax pair (1.11) is well known [4]. The second Lax pair is new. It
appeared in [1] for the first time. Later in [2] using the method of gauge-
invariant description of zero-curvature representations (ZCRs) and the method
of cyclic bases of ZCRs, it is shown that the new Lax pair (1.12) is equivalent to
the well-known old Lax pair of this equation only if the Lax pairs are considered
in the form of ZCRs.
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2. Trivially related Lax pairs

This work discusses a generation of an infinite number of Lax pairs for a
nonlinear equation using one known Lax pair. A Lax pair (L2,M2) which
is obtainable from other compatible Lax pairs (L1,M1) as L2 = OL1O

−1

and M2 = OM1O
−1 is trivially related since the Lax pair (L2,M2) gives a

subset of the structure that the pair (L1,M1) gives. Taking the product on
the left with t-independent operator O and on the right with operator O−1, the
compatibility condition (1.2) can be expressed directly in terms of the operators
L1,M1, O and O−1. Indeed, from these we have

(2.1) OL1tO
−1 = O(M1L1 − L1M1)O

−1.

By an explicit computation we get

(2.2) OL1tO
−1 = OM1O

−1OL1O
−1 −OL1O

−1OM1O
−1.

Hence, using [ ddt , O] = 0 we arrive at the following formula:

(2.3) (OL1O
−1︸ ︷︷ ︸

L2

)t = (OM1O
−1︸ ︷︷ ︸

M2

)(OL1O
−1︸ ︷︷ ︸

L2

)− (OL1O
−1︸ ︷︷ ︸

L2

)(OM1O
−1︸ ︷︷ ︸

M2

).

So (L2,M2) is a Lax pair, and it satisfies the compatibility condition

(2.4) L2t = [M2,L2].

However, such models have been rediscovered again and again in the literature.
So we consider it meaningful to state these pairs as a proposition.

Proposition 2.1. If a PDE F (x, u, ut, ux, uxx, ..., unx) = 0 admits a Lax pair
(L1,M1) then it admits the infinite sequence of trivial Lax pairs [3]

(2.5)
L2 = OL1O

−1 ,
M2 = OM1O

−1,

which share the same set of the structure. O is a t-independent operator.

Therefore, by a straightforward calculation it is easy to show that in [1]
the obtained new Lax pair (1.12) of the Sawada-Kotera equation is trivial
compositions of old Lax pair (1.11) and O = Dx. This implies that

(2.6)
L2 = DxL1D

−1
x ,

M2 = DxM1D
−1
x .

It is interesting that according to the arXiv records, just one day after online
publication of this work the same observation (2.6) was made by the author
of [2] too. With O = D2

x, we can generate another trivial Lax pair for Sawada-
Kotera equation:

L3 = D2
xL1D

−2
x

= D3
x + uDx + 2ux + uxxD

−1
x ,

M3 = D2
xM1D

−2
x

= 9D5
x + 15uD3

x + 45uxD
2
x + 5(11uxx + u2)Dx

+5(7uxxx + 4uxu) + 10(uxxxx + uxxu+ u2
x)D

−1
x .
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Another example can be the KdV equation. For the same reasons, the Lax
pair (1.6) is trivial compositions of old Lax pair (1.9) and O = Dx :

L = DxL̀D
−1
x

= Dx(D
2
x + u)D−1

x

= D2
x + u+ uxD

−1
x ,

M = DxM̀D−1
x

= −Dx(4D
3
x + 6uDx + 3ux)D

−1
x

= −(4D3
x + 6uDx + 9ux + 3uxxD

−1
x ).

(2.7)

3. Discussion

We have shown that the recently introduced Lax pair of the Sawada-Kotera
equation is not a new one. The new Lax pair can be derived from the old one by
taking the product on the old Lax pair left with operator Dx and on the right
with operator D−1

x . Therefore, we proved that the new Lax pair is trivially
related to the known old Lax pair. Such models have been rediscovered again
and again in the literature. So we consider it meaningful to state these pairs
as a proposition. We also give some examples of trivial Lax pairs of KdV and
Sawada-Kotera equations.
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